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The goal of referring image segmentation is to identify the object matched with an input natural language expression. Previous methods only support English descriptions, whereas Chinese is also broadly used around
the world, which limits the potential application of this task. Therefore, we propose to extend existing datasets
with Chinese descriptions and preprocessing tools for training and evaluating bilingual referring segmentation models. In addition, previous methods also lack the ability to collaboratively learn channel-wise and
spatial-wise cross-modal attention to well align visual and linguistic modalities. To tackle these limitations,
we propose a Linguistic Excitation module to excite image channels guided by language information and a
Linguistic Aggregation module to aggregate multimodal information based on image-language relationships.
Since different levels of features from the visual backbone encode rich visual information, we also propose
a Cross-Level Attentive Fusion module to fuse multilevel features gated by language information. Extensive
experiments on four English and Chinese benchmarks show that our bilingual referring image segmentation
model outperforms previous methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION
As deep models have made significant progress in many areas [13, 27, 29, 36, 40, 41], fields combining vision and language have drawn great attention of researchers. Segmenting the specific
object instance from an image based on natural language description is an important but challenging problem, and this task is called referring image segmentation academically. Different from
the traditional semantic segmentation task, the instance to be segmented in this task is specified
by natural language as shown in Figure 1, where the expressions are presented in Chinese and
English. Therefore, the challenge lies in the intersection of computer vision and natural language
processing, which aims to transfer knowledge between language and visual domains [33]. The
task has a wide range of applications, like robot control, image object retrieving, and localizing a
specific person in surveillance video.
Different from the referring expression comprehension task [6, 28, 50] that generates the bounding box of the target according to the input query, referring image segmentation returns a finer
segmentation mask of the target, which is more challenging. Previous works have adopted different network structures to achieve significant progress in this field [3, 19, 25, 30, 47]. Early
approaches [18, 25, 30] employ the convolutional neural network (CNN) to extract the image
representation and the recurrent neural network to represent the language description, and then
concatenate them in direct or recurrent manners to predict the masks. The self-attention mechanism [43] has played an important role in language modeling and computer vision. In the referring
segmentation community, some recent works [19, 47] also adapt self-attention to interact visual
and linguistic modalities for better segmentation performance.
However, the limitations of these approaches have been identified as follows. First, there is no
referring image segmentation model supporting the Chinese language. As one of the most popular
languages in the world, the number of Chinese- and English- speaking people covers almost half
of the total world population according to statistics. However, all of the studies and experiments
of the referring image segmentation task have been carried out based on English up to now since
referring image segmentation datasets based on Chinese descriptions are absent, which impedes
the practical application of this task in the vast Greater China region. Therefore, Chinese support
in terms of datasets and models needs to be considered for the referring image segmentation task.
Second, the collaborative learning of channel-wise and spatial-wise attention between visual
and linguistic modalities is often neglected in recent referring segmentation models, yielding
incomprehensive understanding of multimodal data. As pointed out in SENet [17], each channel of
the image feature encodes a specific pattern in the image, but not all of the channels are beneficial
to the target task (i.e., recognition, segmentation) of the network. Therefore, an excitation scheme
that highlights useful channels while suppressing redundant channels is necessary to select
discriminative channels of the image feature. In terms of referring image segmentation methods,
equipping the network with the ability of modeling channel-wise dependencies of an image
feature under the guidance of a language feature is advantageous to segmentation performance. In
addition to channel-wise cross-modal attention, spatial-wise attention is effective in aggregating
the spatial context to distinguish the referent region. Previous approaches [3, 19, 47] usually
exploit relationships between each word and each image region to extract the spatial context,
lacking the global scope of the whole sentence and inclining to obtain partial understanding of
the referring expression.
To address the preceding limitations, we extend four popular English referring image segmentation datasets (i.e., UNC [48], UNC+ [48], G-Ref [31], and ReferIt [23]) with corresponding Chinese
descriptions for training and evaluating both Chinese and English referring segmentation models. Chinese word embeddings are adopted to preprocess Chinese referring expressions. In addition, we propose two modules, namely the Linguistic Excitation (LE) module and the Linguistic
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Fig. 1. Segmentation by Chinese referring expression. (a) Original images. (b) Ground truth. (c) Predicted
result by our method.

Aggregation (LA) module, to conduct channel-wise and spatial-wise cross-modal attention between the image and language feature based on the global scope of the whole sentence. Concretely,
we learn channel attention weights from the combination of a global image feature and sentence
feature and utilize these weights to excite image feature channels that are highly responsive to the
input sentence. Meanwhile, we also exploit the sentence feature to extract the multimodal global
context matched with the whole sentence from the image feature. Then, the global context is reprojected to each spatial position of the image feature, making the original image feature more
sensitive to the referent. By collaboratively learning channel-wise and spatial-wise attention, our
bilingual model can comprehensively understand and match visual and linguistic modalities. As
multilevel features from the visual backbone encode information of different levels of abstraction,
we follow prior works [3, 19, 47] to propose a Cross-Level Attentive Fusion (CLAF) module to
incorporate other levels of multimodal features into the current level, complementing low-level
local details and high-level global semantics for better segmentation performance.
In summary, the main contributions of this article are as follows. First, to the best of our knowledge, this is the first work that extends the referring image segmentation task to the Chinese
language. We add Chinese descriptions to the original English referring segmentation datasets so
that bilingual referring segmentation models can be trained and evaluated on the new bilingual
datasets. Second, we propose an attentional LE module and an attentional LA module to excite
image feature channels highly responsive to the language and aggregate discriminative multimodal global context to enhance the original image feature. Third, we propose a CLAF module
to attentionally incorporate rich information from different levels of features in the visual backbone. Fourth, our proposed bilingual referring segmentation model achieves state-of-the-art performance on four extended bilingual datasets in terms of both Chinese and English expressions.
ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and Technology, Vol. 12, No. 2, Article 26. Publication date: February 2021.
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The rest of the article is organized as follows. Section 2 analyzes the related studies. Section 3
provides the details of the proposed approach. Section 4 presents the experimental results. Section 5
concludes the article.
2

RELATED WORK

2.1 Referring Image Segmentation
Referring image segmentation was first introduced by Hu et al. [18] to segment the object of interest referred by an expression. They concatenate visual, linguistic, and spatial features on the spatial
feature maps and use a deconvolutional layer to recover a high-resolution segmentation mask. In
the work of Liu et al. [30], a recurrent multimodal interaction model is proposed to gradually
ground the referred objects onto the image according to the progressive meaning of the language
input. RMI replaces the fully convolutional classification unit with mLSTM and gains better performance. The Dynamic Multimodal Network (DMN) of Margffoy-Tuay et al. [32] adopts a method
similar to Liu et al. [30] but generates dynamic filters in the synthesis module to incorporate linguistic information. DMN also modifies the mLSTM by bringing in the SRU for both language and
multimodal interaction. Qiu et al. [35] adopt adversarial training to refine the matching process of
visual and linguistic modalities. CSMAnet [47] designs a self attention mechanism to model the
visual attention of each word. Dual ConvLSTM [46] utilizes two ConvLSTMs for both encoding
and decoding for the cross-modal merging. BRINet [19] introduces a bi-directional cross-modal
attention module to learn the relationship between multimodal features. However, most of these
works merely encode relationships between each word and image region for spatial feature refinement, lacking channel-wise and spatial-wise multimodal matching between the image and the
whole sentence. In addition, all of the existing methods do not support Chinese description. In this
article, we propose an excitation module and an aggregation module to model channel-wise and
spatial-wise dependencies between the image and the whole sentence for more comprehensive
multimodal feature matching.
2.2

Chinese Word Embedding

Word embedding, also known as distributed word representation, represents each word by a realvalued low-dimensional vector, through which the semantic meaning of the word can be encoded.
Word embedding has been successfully applied to a variety of NLP tasks, such as chunking, named
entity recognition [42], POS tagging, semantic role labeling, sentiment analysis, and paraphrase
detection [38]. The work on Chinese generally follows the same idea as on English to learn the
embedding of a word on the basis of its context. Despite being the linguistic nature of Chinese and
containing rich semantic information, such word-character-radical composition has not been fully
exploited by existing approaches. Chen et al. [5] introduce a character-enhanced word embedding
model (CWE), which learns embeddings jointly for words and characters but ignores radicals.
Sun et al. [39] and Li et al. [26] utilize radical information to learn better character embeddings.
We employ Chinese word embedding to represent the language feature and align it with visual
representation for cross-modal interaction.
2.3 Attention Mechanism
Bahdanau et al. [1] first introduce an attention mechanism for neural machine translation. In
the computer vision community, SENet [17] devises a channel-wise scale attention mechanism
by modeling cross-channel interaction in the global pooled visual feature. In the work of Woo
et al. [44], CBAM extends scale attention from channel-wise to spatial-wise. Recently, selfattention [43] has been widely applied in both natural language processing and computer vision,
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Fig. 2. Overall architecture of our method. The input image and sentence are first encoded by CNN and
LSTM, respectively, and early fused by MUTAN fusion. Then, multimodal features are fed into our proposed
two parallel LE and LA modules for feature refinement. Finally, multilevel features from the visual backbone
are fused by our CLAF module for mask prediction.

yielding significant performance improvements. To alleviate the huge computational budget of
self-attention, Chen et al. [7] reverse the order of matrix multiplication in the self-attention process and achieve better performance. Given the advantages of self-attention in modeling longrange dependencies among pixels, many works [11, 21, 22, 51, 52] also adapt self-attention into
pixel-level tasks like image segmentation to better extract visual context. In this article, we collaboratively learn channel-wise and spatial-wise attention between the image and the whole sentence
to capture the cross-modal context for better modality alignment.
3 METHOD
3.1 Overall Architecture
The overall architecture of our model is illustrated in Figure 2. Features of the input image and
sentence are first extracted by CNN and LSTM, and early fused by MUTAN fusion [2]. Then, multimodal features are fed into two parallel modules, namely the LE module and the LA module for
channel-wise and spatial-wise attention. Output features from the two modules and original multimodal features are concatenated and passed into our CLAF module to fuse features from multiple
levels of the visual backbone. Finally, convolutions and upsampling are utilized to generate the
same-sized segmentation. Details of each component are illustrated in the following sections.
3.2 Multimodal Feature Extraction
3.2.1 Image. For the input image, we use a CNN backbone (e.g., DeepLab-ResNet101 [4]) to extract visual features. As CNN backbones usually have multiple stages (levels), we denote each level
of the visual feature as Vi ∈ RH ×W ×Cvi (i ∈ {3, 4, 5} for Res3, Res4, and Res5 in ResNet [15]). For
simplicity, we select one of the three levels of features and denote it as V ∈ RH ×W ×Cv to elaborate
our method. Following previous approaches [3, 25, 47], we adopt a coordinate feature S ∈ RH ×W ×8
to encode relative position information of each pixel for better localizing the referent.
3.2.2 Language. Given an input referring expression with T words, we first embed each word
into a fixed-sized word vector for later processing. For English expression, we use GloVe1 pretrained
on Common Crawl to embed each word into a 300-d vector. For Chinese expression, existing tools
1 https://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/glove/.
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Fig. 3. Chinese word embedding module (CWEM), including the word segmentation and embedding
procedures.

for English are not directly applicable due to differences in the two languages. In space-delimited
languages such as English and Spanish, simple rule-based and co-occurrence-based approaches
offer reasonable segmentation. However, these approaches are impractical for unsegmented languages such as Chinese, Japanese, and Thai. Therefore, we require word segmentation as a preprocessing step. After that, we can learn the Chinese word vector for cross-modal merging. The
process is shown in Figure 3. Chinese word segmentation (CWS) aims to break the Chinese text
or sentence down into the words that have specific semantic meanings. There are a wide range
of CWS tools available. To segment Chinese text into meaningful words, we use Jieba,2 an MITlicensed, easy-to-use Python tool. Jieba makes use of a large Chinese word dictionary to segment
Chinese text and also uses a Hidden Markov Model (HMM) and the Viterbi algorithm to capture
new words.
Chinese embedding takes the segmented Chinese words as inputs and produces the word embedding by a pretrained word vector. We employ a Chinese word vector3 with 256 dimensions
that includes more than 350,000 vocabulary words. The vector is formatted as bcolz.4 The raw text
corpus is mainly from published articles with Weibo,5 and the vectors are trained by the SkipGram and Huffman Softmax mixed language model with Gensimâ’s Word2Vec [14] tool.6 After
embedding each of the words into a vector, we feed them into an LSTM [16] and the encoded
word features are denoted as L ∈ RT ×Cl .
3.2.3 Early Multimodal Fusion. After obtaining image features V , S and word features L, we
perform MUTAN fusion [2] to early fuse multimodal features into M ∈ RH ×W ×Cm as follows:
Ṽ = Conv ([V , S]),

(1)

ls = MaxPool (L),

(2)

M j = (lsW1j )  (ṼW2j ),
r

M=
Mj ,

(3)
(4)

j=1

where [, ] denotes concatenation operation, W1j ∈ RCl ×Cm , W2j ∈ RCv ×Cm are learnable parameters,  denotes element-wise multiplication, r is a hyperparameter set as 5 in our experiments, and
M ∈ RH ×W ×Cm is the output multimodal feature.
2 https://github.com/fxsjy/jieba.
3 https://github.com/SophonPlus/ChineseWordVectors.
4 https://github.com/Blosc/bcolz.
5 https://weibo.com.
6 https://pypi.org/project/gensim/.
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Fig. 4. Illustration of our LE module.

3.3

LE Module

To selectively highlight image feature channels that are highly responsive to the input sentence,
we propose to learn adaptive channel-wise attention weights from the multimodal information.
As illustrated in Figure 4, multimodal feature M is first averaged by global average pooling, transformed by a convolution layer, and activated by T anh function. Since we aim to capture relationships between the image and the whole sentence, we conduct max pooling on the word features
L to obtain sentence feature ls ∈ RCl .
Since L is already encoded by LSTM, the feature of each word in L contains information of the
whole sentence to some extent. For each channel, max pooling keeps the maximum value of T
values and the kept value denotes the word that is most responsive to the feature pattern encoded
by this channel. Therefore, key sequence information of the whole sentence will not lose. The
same convolution and activation operations are applied on the sentence feature ls as follows:
mд = T anh(Conv (GAP (M ))),

(5)

lд = T anh(Conv (ls )),

(6)

where mд ∈ RCm , lд ∈ RCm . Then, mд and lд are fused with element-wise multiplication and the
channel-attention weights learning process is formulated as follows:
aд = mд  lд ,

(7)

âд = Siдmoid (Conv (ReLU (Conv (aд )))).

(8)

After the Siдmoid function, each value of âд ∈
wisely excite original multimodal feature M:

RCl

is normalized to [0, 1], and we use âд to channel-

M LE = âд  M.

(9)

Our LE module follows the same design concept as SENet [17], where a group of channel attention weights is learned to excite useful channels while suppressing useless ones. The major
difference between our LE module and SENet is that we introduce linguistic information into the
channel attention weights learning process so that we can excite channels that are highly responsive to the linguistic information, which is more suitable to our referring segmentation task.
Noted that we use two point multiplications in our LE module. The first point multiplication
in Equation (7) aims to fuse the multimodal feature and the sentence feature so that the obtained
ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and Technology, Vol. 12, No. 2, Article 26. Publication date: February 2021.
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Fig. 5. Illustration of our LA module.

aд contains global channel context from both visual and linguistic modalities. Consequently, aд
can exploit enough information to reweigh each channel of the multimodal feature M. The second
one in Equation (9) aims to adjust the activation values channel-wisely so that useful channels are
excited and others are suppressed, which follows the design of SENet with adaptation to language
data. Therefore, the two point multiplications are necessary in our LE module.
3.4

LA Module

To aggregate multimodal spatial context that can help to holistically highlight multimodal features
that are matched with the whole sentence, we propose to conduct cross-modal attention between
the sentence feature and multimodal feature. As illustrated in Figure 5, we first transform the
multimodal feature and sentence feature into a same latent space by two 1 × 1 convolutions, then
model attention weights between them by matrix multiplication:
P = Conv (M ) ⊗ Conv (ls ),

(10)

RHW ×1

where P ∈
and necessary reshaping and transpose operations are omitted for ease of presentation. Then we apply the So f tmax function on P to obtain a normalized attention map P̂:
P̂ = So f tmax (P ).

(11)

Afterward, we utilize P̂ to extract multimodal global context information by matrix multiplication:
mc = P̂ ⊗ M,

(12)

where mc ∈ RCm ×1 encodes global context information of the image related to the whole sentence.
After obtaining global context mc , we need to devise a scheme to incorporate it into the original multimodal feature M for feature enhancement. Inspired by Fu et al. [12], we compute the
Euclidean distance D ∈ RH ×W between mc and original multimodal feature M to measure the
affinity between feature of each spatial location and the global context vector. Then, the raw distance is normalized and smoothed by an exponential function to generate reprojection weights D̂
for incorporating mc to each spatial location of M:
di = mc − mi  2 ,


di − min(D)
dˆi = exp −
,
σ
ACM Transactions on Intelligent Systems and Technology, Vol. 12, No. 2, Article 26. Publication date: February 2021.
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Fig. 6. Illustration of our CLAF module. The summation process across different levels of features is omitted
for brevity.

where mi ∈ RCm , i ∈ [1, 2, . . . , H × W ], M = [m 1 ; m 2 ; . . . ; m H ×W ]. Finally, we reproject the multimodal global context vector mc back to multimodal feature M by matrix multiplication with
necessary reshaping and transpose operations:
M LA = D̂ ⊗ mc ,

(15)

RH ×W ×Cm

where M LA ∈
is the reprojected multimodal context encoding semantic relationships
between the image and the whole sentence.
Note that P̂ and D̂ are different attention maps with the same shape. P̂ ∈ RHW ×1 denotes the
attention map between multimodal feature M ∈ RH ×W ×Cm and sentence feature ls ∈ RCl , which
measures the feature affinity between each spatial location on M and the whole sentence. Then we
can use P̂ to extract multimodal global context information mc ∈ RCm ×1 by matrix multiplication.
The dimension of mc is not matched with the original multimodal feature M. We need to reproject
mc to the same size of M so that multimodal global context information can be complemented into
the original feature. Therefore, a reprojection attention map is required to transform mc back to
the size of RH ×W ×Cm . We compute the Euclidean distance between mc and M to generate reprojection weights D̂ ∈ RHW ×1 and conduct matrix multiplication between D̂ and mc to obtain the
reprojected multimodal context M LA ∈ RH ×W ×Cm . In brief, P̂ is for projection, whereas D̂ is for
reprojection.
3.5 Cross-Level Attentive Fusion Module
j
j
For each level of feature Vj , j ∈ [3, 4, 5] in the visual backbone, two features M LE
and M LA
are
obtained through our proposed LE module and LA module. Sentence feature ls is tiled for H × W
j
j
, M LA
, M, Ls and
times to get image-format sentence feature Ls ∈ RH ×W ×Cl . We concatenate M LE
coordinate feature S and then fuse them with a convolution layer to generate Yj ∈ RH ×W ×Cm as the
output feature of the j-th level. Following prior work [47], we employ sentence feature ls as a gate
to attentively fuse different levels of output features Y . As shown in Figure 6, the language-gated
attentive fusion process is briefly introduced as follows:
Z k j = (ls  Q (Yk )) ⊗ (ls  K (Yj ))T ⊗ V (Yj ),

(16)

where k, j ∈ [3, 4, 5], Q (·), K (·), and V (·) denote 1 × 1 convolutions. From the preceding formulas,
we can observe that each level of feature Yj incorporates information from all three levels by our
CLAF process. The incorporated feature of k-th level is obtained by
Z k = Yk +

5


Z k j , k = 3, 4, 5.

(17)

j=3
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Then, three levels of Z k are further fused by ConvLSTM [45] to generate the final multimodal
feature Z for mask prediction. At last, a 3 × 3 convolution layer and upsampling are applied on Z
to obtain the same-sized response map as the input image.
3.6 Loss Function
We denote the response map as R. Given the ground-truth binary mask G, the segmentation loss
of our model is formulated as
H W
1 
L=
(R jk , G jk ),
(18)
HW j=1
k=1

where  is the weighted binary cross entropy defined as
(R jk , G jk ) = −G jk loд(σ (R jk )) − (1 − G jk )loд(1 − σ (R jk )).

(19)

In the preceding equation, σ denotes the Siдmoid function.
3.7

Discussion of Proposed Modules

The major difference between our proposed LE and LA modules is that they conduct feature refinement from different aspects. The LE module embeds linguistic information into the global context
vector and utilizes it to conduct channel attention on the multimodal feature, making useful channels that match the linguistic information well obtain higher weights.
However, our LA module focuses on the spatial attention over the multimodal feature to aggregate spatial-wise global context information that has high affinity with the language feature. The
aggregated spatial global context is then reprojected back to the multimodal feature by computing
the Euclidean distance between the context vector and the multimodal feature. These operations
in our LA module effectively aggregate spatial context information in the multimodal context and
complement it into the original feature, realizing feature refinement by spatial attention. Combining our LE and LA modules can accomplish the collaborative learning of channel-wise and
spatial-wise attention based on the global context information of the whole sentence, yielding
more discriminative multimodal features.
In addition, since different levels of visual features in the backbone contain features of different
semantic degrees, our CLAF module aims to incorporate other levels of multimodal features into
the current level, complementing low-level local details and high-level global semantics to further
refine the segmentation masks. In summary, our proposed three modules have their own design
concepts and contributions, and they are necessary for our whole referring image segmentation
framework.
4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Datasets
There are four popular datasets in referring image segmentation: UNC [48], UNC+ [48], G-Ref [31],
and ReferIt [23]. UNC, UNC+, and G-Ref are collected on top of the Microsoft COCO image collection.7 G-Ref [31] is collected in a noninteractive setting, whereas the other two datasets are
collected interactively in a two-player game. The languages used in the UNC and UNC+ datasets
tend to be more concise and less flowery than the languages used in G-Ref. In the original English
version, UNC expressions have an average length of 3.61, whereas UNC+ has an average length
of 3.53 and G-Ref contains an average of 8.43 words.
7 https://cocodataset.org.
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Table 1. Average Length of Chinese RefCOCO, RefCOCO+, and RefCOCOg Datasets

Dataset
Average length
of Chinese word
Average length
of English word

UNC
UNC+
G-Ref
Train Val TestA TestB Train Val TestA TestB Train Val
5.52 5.66 5.57
5.58
5.82 5.94 5.64
6.06 11.69 11.74
5.58
5.87
11.72
3.47 3.76 3.59
3.62
3.42 3.51 3.40
3.78
8.41 8.44
3.61
3.53
8.43

The table lists the average query length of each split of datasets, and it is obvious that the Chinese query is longer than
the English one in general.
Bold represents highest performance.

To train and evaluate the performance of our model, we need Chinese-based datasets, which are
not available at hand. So we establish our datasets by using the preceding four English datasets. We
have extracted the English queries and descriptions of these four datasets and translated them into
Chinese by utilizing the open automated translation interface of Baidu Translation.8 Professional
annotation staff are employed to verify and correct the translation due to the quality of automated
translation. Chinese G-Ref consists of 85,474 Chinese referring expressions for 54,822 objects in
26,711 images. Images were selected to contain between 2 and 4 objects of the same object category.
Chinese UNC consists of 142,209 Chinese referring expressions for 50,000 objects in 19,994 images,
and Chinese UNC+ has 141,564 Chinese expressions for 49,856 objects in 19,992 images. Chinese
ReferIt contains 130,525 Chinese expressions, referring to 96,654 distinct objects, in 19,894 images
of real-world scenes. In our Chinese version, UNC has average length of 5.58, UNC+ has average
length of 5.87, and G-Ref has average length of 11.72, as shown in Table 1.
4.2

Implementation Details

Chinese word embedding size and hidden state size are set to 256, whereas English counterparts
are set as 300 to fit GloVe embedding. The training is done with the Adam optimizer with an
initial learning rate of 2.5e − 4 and batch size of 1 image-query pair. We set Cv = Cl = Cm = 1000.
Input size of the image is 320 × 320. GloVe word embeddings [34] pretrained on Common Crawl
840B tokens are adopted following the work of Chen et al. [3]. The cell size of ConvLSTM [45]
is set to 500. We adopt DeepLab-ResNet101 [4] pretrained on the PASCAL-VOC dataset [10] as
the visual backbone and freeze it during training. For fair comparison with previous approaches,
DenseCRF [24] is adopted to refine the segmentation mask.
4.3

Evaluation Metrics

For the purpose of evaluation, we use two typical metrics to evaluate the segmentation accuracy:
Overall Intersection-over-Union (Overall IoU) and Precision@X (P@X). The Overall IoU metric
calculates the ratio of the total intersection regions and the total union regions between the predicted mask and the ground truth. The second metric calculates the percentage of the images with
IoU higher than the threshold X during the testing process, where X ∈ {0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9}.
4.4 Comparison with Previous Methods
We evaluate our model on the English and Chinese versions of UNC, UNC+, G-Ref, and ReferIt
datasets, respectively. Comparison results with previous methods on English datasets are summarized in Table 2. We can observe that our English model outperforms recent state-of-the-art methods on most of the splits in terms of Overall IoU. For example, in the G-Ref dataset with much
longer descriptions than other datasets, our model brings 3.46 and 1.82 IoU improvements respec8 https://fanyi.baidu.com.
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Table 2. Comparison with Previous Methods on Four English Datasets
for Referring Image Segmentation

Method
LSTM-CNN [18]
RMI [30]
DMN [32]
KWA [37]
ASGN [35]
RRN [25]
MAttNet [49]
CMSA [47]
CAC [9]
DC-LSTM [46]
STEP [3]
BRINet [19]
CMPC [20]
Ours

Val
—
45.18
49.78
—
50.46
55.33
56.51
58.32
58.90
59.04
60.04
61.35
61.36
61.97

UNC
TestA
—
45.69
54.83
—
51.20
57.26
62.37
60.61
61.77
60.74
63.46
63.37
64.53
64.07

TestB
—
45.57
45.13
—
49.27
53.95
51.70
55.09
53.81
56.73
57.97
59.57
59.64
59.91

Val
—
29.86
38.88
—
38.41
39.75
46.67
43.76
—
44.54
48.19
48.57
49.56
49.99

UNC+
TestA
—
30.48
44.22
—
39.79
42.15
52.39
47.60
—
47.92
52.33
52.87
53.44
53.64

TestB
—
29.50
32.29
—
35.97
36.11
40.08
37.89
—
39.73
40.41
42.13
43.23
43.28

G-Ref
Val
28.14
34.52
36.76
36.92
41.36
36.45
n/a
39.98
44.32
41.77
46.40
48.04
49.05
49.86

ReferIt
Test
48.03
58.73
52.81
59.09
60.31
63.63
—
63.80
—
63.92
64.13
63.46
65.53
66.47

Overall, IoU is adopted as the metric. “n/a” denotes that MAttNet does not use the same split as other methods.
Bold represents highest performance.

tively over STEP [3] and BRINet [19], which introduce dense multilevel fusion and bi-directional
cross-modal attention, showing that our channel-wise and spatial-wise attention mechanism can
well align visual and linguistic modalities. In addition, our method outperforms BRINet by 3.01
IoU on the ReferIt dataset that contains both stuff and objects, indicating that our method is able
to handle various visual and linguistic contents. CMPC [20] employs different types of words to
form a progressive comprehension method for understanding visual and linguistic inputs. They
first utilize entity and attribute words to perceive the possible entities and then use relational words
to reason the relationships between entities to identify the referent. CMPC is based on the fully
connected graph model, whereas our method focuses on the collaborative learning of spatial-wise
and channel-wise multimodal attention. Our method also outperforms CMPC on most of splits on
four benchmarks, demonstrating the effectiveness of our LE, LA, and CLAF modules.
Comparison results on Chinese datasets are presented in Table 3. Here we choose Chinese UNC
to quantitatively analyze our method. As previous methods do not support Chinese referring segmentation, direct performance comparison is unavailable. Therefore, we utilize code released by
DMN [32] and reimplement it by replacing its original DPN [8] visual backbone with ResNet for
fair comparison with our method. We also adapt code of CMSA [47] to the Chinese referring expressions for comparison. As shown in Table 3, our model outperforms DMN and CMSA by large
margins on three splits of Chinese UNC, indicating the effectiveness of our method when dealing
with Chinese referring expressions. Note that there is a performance gap between our Chinese and
English models on the Chinese UNC dataset. We suppose that it is probably because the length
of referring expressions on Chinese UNC is longer than its English counterpart, and hence the
Chinese UNC is more challenging, according to Table 1.
4.5 Ablation Study
We perform an ablation study on the English UNC val set to verify the effectiveness of our proposed modules. Experimental results are shown in Table 4. Row 1 denotes our baseline based on
the single level of the visual feature, which is a variant of the CNN-LSTM model [18] where the
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Table 3. Comparison with Previous Methods on the Chinese UNC Dataset
for Referring Image Segmentation

Method
DMN [32]∗

CMSA [47]

Ours

Splits
Val
TestA
TestB
Val
TestA
TestB
Val
TestA
TestB

P@0.5
54.71
52.87
52.38
55.54
58.33
52.11
66.60
71.75
61.05

P@0.6
41.33
45.41
43.69
48.46
51.65
43.79
59.55
65.30
52.88

P@0.7
25.60
34.61
32.85
39.91
42.78
35.37
50.08
55.01
43.67

P@0.8
11.05
18.21
18.45
28.02
28.14
24.65
34.17
36.87
31.34

bfP@0.9
1.33
2.56
3.36
8.16
7.32
7.89
8.73
9.17
10.32

Overall IoU
50.29
53.74
47.45
52.92
56.05
49.68
56.81
60.54
53.14

∗ Our

reimplementation of DMN using ResNet as the visual backbone.
Bold represents highest performance.

Table 4. Ablation Studies of Our LE, LA, and CLAF Modules on the English UNC Val Set

LE
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

√
√
√
√
√
√

LA

MUTAN

√
√
√

√

√
√
√

√

CLAF

√
√
√
√
√

P@0.5
45.59
48.71
60.34
60.97
66.76
65.80
66.67
69.43
69.12
72.68

P@0.6
37.18
39.97
52.11
53.46
58.68
57.33
58.66
62.02
62.04
65.66

P@0.7
27.39
29.56
42.16
42.91
47.56
47.04
48.48
52.26
52.47
55.93

P@0.8
16.09
17.63
26.95
27.58
31.24
31.81
33.75
36.64
36.62
39.88

P@0.9
3.53
4.12
6.56
6.87
7.89
9.83
10.30
11.01
11.29
12.60

IoU
46.32
48.63
54.15
54.56
58.00
58.21
58.63
59.66
59.85
61.97

Bold represents highest performance.

last convolution has a kernel size of 3 × 3. Our proposed LE, LA, and CLAF modules are able to
provide performance gains on all of the metrics, respectively. For example, the LE module brings
about 2.31 IoU gain over the baseline model, whereas our LA module boosts the performance gain
to 7.83 IoU. Combining our LE and LA modules can further raise all of the metrics including 1.35
gains on Prec@0.6. We can also see that our LE module is less effective than our LA module. We
suppose the possible reason may be that spatial attention can also provide richer semantic information and local details than channel attention for our pixel-level classification problem. In
addition, we also conduct ablation studies based on multiple levels of visual features in the bottom part of Table 4. We can observe that our proposed CLAF fusion module yields significant
performance improvement over the single-level baseline, demonstrating the effectiveness of our
language-guided multilevel feature fusion strategy. Our proposed LE and LA modules also produce
consistent performance gains based on the multilevel visual features and CLAF module. Combining all of our proposed modules can achieve notable performance of 61.97 IoU, showing that the
spatial-wise and channel-wise multimodal attention mechanism is also effective for the referring
image segmentation problem.
4.6

Qualitative Results

We show qualitative results of our bilingual model in Figure 7. The first and second rows illustrate the results of Chinese referring expressions where the English translations are shown in the
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Fig. 7. Qualitative results of our bilingual referring image segmentation model. (a) Input image. (b) Prediction
of our model. (c) Ground-truth mask.

brackets. Another two rows present English referring expressions. We can observe that our model
is able to well adapt to location and color descriptions both in Chinese and English and generate
coherent segmentation masks. Our model may suffer from some boundary errors, such as the elephant in the last row. However, occlusions in the environment are a inherent problem in natural
image segmentation that needs specialized treatment.
4.7 Visualization
As illustrated in Figure 8, we visualize the attention maps (i.e., P̂ in Equation (11)) between the
sentence feature and multimodal features from the Res3, Res4, and Res5 stages, respectively. The
red area indicates the intensity of attention. From the visualization results, we can observe that our
model usually attends to local details in Res3, such as the contour of the cat in the first row and the
floor around the chair in the third row. In the Res5 stage, the attention area usually concentrates
on the referred object, and features aggregated from this area can provide precise visual context
to identify the referred object, demonstrating the effectiveness of our LA module.
5

CONCLUSION

Referring image segmentation aims to segment the object referred by a natural language expression. In this article, we propose to augment the current referring segmentation model with Chinese
support due to the wide usage of Chinese around the world. We extend existing referring segmentation datasets with Chinese descriptions and incorporate Chinese preprocessing into our model.
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Fig. 8. Visualization of attention maps between the sentence feature and multimodal feature in our LA module. (a) Input image. (b) Prediction of our model. (c) Ground-truth mask. (d) Attention map upon the Res3
visual feature. (e) Attention map upon the Res4 visual feature. (f) Attention map upon the Res5 visual feature.

Considering the limitations of previous English models, we also propose an LE module, an LA
module, and a CLAF (CLAF) module to attend the multimodal feature channel-wisely and spatialwisely and incorporate information of different visual levels. Extensive experiments on English
and Chinese referring image segmentation benchmarks demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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